
Emerald Coast Sing Off Semifinal Elimination Rules and Judging Procedures 
 

A) From the auditions there were 35 singers selected for the semi-final Elimination Round, to be held on 

Sunday, May 22, 2016 at the Columbian Hall, 205 Carol Avenue, Fort Walton Beach, Fl, from 4pm - 10pm.  
 

B) At the Elimination Round the audience and the judges vote to advance ten singers to the finals. Each 

audience member receives one vote and the judge’s votes are weighted to insure a fair result.  
 

C) There are only 250 seats available for the Semifinal Eliminations, and the Elimination Round tickets will 

sell for $29 to $59, and all seats will be reserved. BE ADVISED – Judges and sponsors also will have 

reserved seats, so this event may be a sell out, and there may not be any tickets available at showtime.   
 

D) Keep in mind the singers are the stars of the show, - So, all semi-finalists, as they are selected, will be 

given one free reserved seat ticket.  And each singer will be allowed to purchase up to 7 more tickets (8 

total per singer). Tickets will be distributed to singers as they are selected.  Vsitors may purchase only four 

tickets each. And if there are still tickets available on May 15th, they will be offered to the singers equally.       
 

E) All singers selected as semi-finalists must agree to have their names and photos posted on the website. 
 

F) All singers selected must come to a semi-final singer meeting to be held sometime shortly after the auditions 

are over, or at a location and time TBD.  You will be notified.  
 

G) At the semifinal singers meeting the singers will be given instructions as to the procedure and format to be 

followed at the semi-finals. This will include, but not be limited to – their singing position – based on when 

they were selected. Their song choice, seating, appearance, proper etiquette, etc.  Singers may not sing the 

same song in the semifinals as they sang at the auditions, and may not sing the same song in the finals as 

they sang at the auditions or in the semifinals. Ultimately you must sing four different songs to win.  

 

H) And singers my not sing the same song as other singers.  The order in which the singer was selected will 

determine their seniority in selecting their songs.  
 

I) At the semi-finals each singer will sing one song of their choice to tracks they provide, or tracks from our 

karaoke library.  If bringing your own tracks - singers should bring two copies of all songs as backup 

copies, and the promoter must have all song choices and all tracks no later than May 15, 2016.  NO 

EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE PLEASE.  If bringing your own tracks, please put songs on separate 

CD’s labeled with your name and song title and singing position. 
 

J) At the Semifinal Elimination Round after every 8 singers perform there will be a short break, and then after 

all singers complete their performance there will be a thirty minute break, with a guest performer 

entertaining - as the judges and the audience vote to advance ten singers to the finals. 
 

K) Only the ten finalist’s names will be announced and they will receive no awards at this elimination round, 

except to be advanced to the finals.  However, they will be promoted in print and other media thereafter. 
 

L) The finalists must sign a finals participant agreement, which explains the finals procedures and rules. 
 

M) If a contestant chosen as one of the semi-finalists does not show up for the meeting, or at the Elimination 

Round, they will be disqualified and the promoter may at his option select another singer to take the place of 

the absent singer. Or the promoter also has the option of having fewer singers participate.  
 

N) After the announcement of the ten finalists there will be a group photo and possibly (but not guaranteed – 

based on time) a short 30 TO 45 minute after party hosted by the band Paradise Bayou to celebrate. 

 


